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WESTPARK UNIT
Loversclub (New Version)
Stoned Love (Patchworks Remix)
Stoned Love (Original)
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Westpark Unit (aka DJs Herb LF & Ingo Sänger) are back with two brandnew
summerjams. While being busy as DJs and other projects, it was little quiet for
Westpark Unit in the last year and it is about time for them to come back with new
music. And what a comeback that is!
After their most recent releases on germans Draft Records (Album “Selected Collected
Related” incl. a Victor Davies collaboration), Stir 15 as well as a remix for
Motorcitysoul on Frankfurt Label Infracom Records, Farside Records presents a
fantastic roots-dub-house track called “Loversclub”. An earlier version (“Loversrock”)
already appeared on the 2004 Xmas Carhartt Compilation.
In tradition of Westpark Unit still being fans of Hip Hop/Dancehall since the mid
eighties, a relaxed dub-vibe is always a trademark of their music. When both playing for
an openminded crowd a dope beat always has its place in their sets. With a dancehall
alike subbass and the beautiful vocals “Loversclub” is catchy and works perfect in a
deep house ste with recent Franck Roger, A. Alvarez or Mr. V tunes while still being very
Reggae.
“Stoned Love” is a boogie-down-dope-tune, starts very easy and dry, but should cause
some nice euphoric feelings when the Strings & Vocal appear. As a special pleasure we
are proud that upcoming french producer Bruno Hovart aka Patchworks of Still Music,
Rotax, Q-Tape, etc. fame gives us a remix treatment and pushes the track into a new
direction. He creates a wonderful deep and soulful discovibe around the vocal with an
astonishing live solo. “Stoned Love” works on any Deep House Floor and should appeal
to the Headz as well. Watch also out for Patchworks playing live with the whole crew
aka Patchworks Ginger Xpress.
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